
Spelling Words and Sentences
List D-16: Compound Words

1.  skateboard   Mitchell asked for a skateboard for his eleventh birthday.  

2.  lifestyle   The Wattengel family leads a very busy lifestyle.  

3.  motorboat   Our neighbor is selling his motorboat this spring.           

4.  strawberry   Do you know a place where we can go strawberry picking?       

5.  windshield   There is a small chip in the corner of the windshield.       

6.  wallpaper   The wallpaper in the bathroom is old and needs to be replaced.      

7.  clockwise   Miss Lewis drew a circle in the air with her finger to demonstrate a clockwise direction.  

8.  leadership   The leadership of the book club is decided by a vote from the members.          

9.  shipwreck   Have you heard the famous story of the shipwreck of the Titanic?   

10.  meatball   Tobias likes his spaghetti with one meatball on top.        

11. saltwater   Different species of fish live in fresh water than those that live in saltwater.  

12.  yearbook   At the end of the day, Mr. Willis is going to hand out each student's yearbook.     

13.  firefighter   When Gogul is old enough, he wants to be a volunteer firefighter.            

14.  staircase   Did you notice the spiral staircase in the old mansion we toured?

15.  dishwasher   Juanita's apartment does not have a dishwasher, so she must wash her dishes by hand.

16.  daredevil   If somebody is a daredevil, it means he or she likes to take risks.  

17.  applesauce   In the fall, Judy likes to make homemade applesauce. 

18.  overdue   The book that Theo borrowed from the library is three days overdue.  

19.  briefcase   Justin's dad takes a briefcase to work.       

20.  everybody   It seems like everybody decided to go to the movie theater today!       

Review Words

21.  couple  Judah ate a couple pieces of bread with his meal.       

22.  parallel  Two lines that run parallel to each other will never intersect.  

23.  cancel  The school will cancel extra-curricular activities tonight because of the bad weather.     

Challenge Words

24.  stomachache  If you eat too many pieces of candy, you will get a stomachache.  

25.  masterpiece  “This masterpiece was painted by Vincent Van Gogh,” the art museum guide said.   
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